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SJSU students may have noticed a 
voting booth outside of Clark Hall ad-
vocating for a faculty strike. Th e Cali-
fornia Faculty Association is working 
to get its union to vote on a strike to 
show the California State University 
Chancellor’s Offi  ce that the associa-
tion wants its contracts to be honored.
In terms of the contract, the CFA is 
fi ghting for a 1 percent increase in sal-
ary. Liz Cara, the SJSU chapter presi-
dent for CFA, said the organization 
has been bargaining for 22 months 
and the Chancellor’s Offi  ce has made 
no movement.
“Essentially, we’d like to prevent 
a strike,” she said. “We feel the strike 
vote will show that we’re serious in 
our intent, in our vision and that we 
see that public education is really 
seriously in trouble.”
Th e association is a union for fac-
ulty in the CSU system and has cur-
rently been bargaining with the CSU 
administration about details from 
the 2010-2012 contract, according 
to Richard Francisco, a counselor at 
SJSU who is the vice president for the 
university’s CFA chapter.
“Th e reason that we’re doing this is 
because we are only asking for what 
was promised,” Francisco said.
He said the faculty has been work-
ing without a contract since June of 
2010, when the last contract ended. 
He also explained that the faculty has 
been doing what they can to work 
with the CSU to help save these cam-
puses despite a lack of funds.
“What we did was we took a 
voluntary cut in pay,” Francisco said. 
“Furlough days were not forced — 
we volunteered in order to help — 
in essence, to save the CSU so that 
the Chancellor’s Offi  ce could fi gure 
out ways to keep us afl oat without 
having to cut personnel.”
 A furlough day is a day in the aca-
demic year of a campus during which 
faculty are not allowed to work and 
students do not have class.  It is a pe-
riod of time that the faculty agreed not 
to be paid.
In the 2009-2010 academic year, 
SJSU had a total of six furlough days. 
According to the academic calendar, 
four were campus wide and two were 
for faculty only. Francisco believes the 
furlough days did not accomplish any-
thing because people were still laid off .
For students, a faculty strike could 
mean no classes. Th is strike is being 
proposed with next fall as a possibility, 
although Cara said the time and loca-
tion is fl exible as of now.
“Although I understand where the 
faculty is coming from and they’re 
looking at their own personal needs, 
something like that can really aff ect 
someone like me,” said sophomore psy-
chology major Lauren Carter. “I’m on a 
really strict education plan trying to get 
out of here in four years because I have 
more schooling aft er.”
Carter said this action could hurt 
the whole student body rather than 
help the CSU system.
Students for Qu ality Education, an 
organization on campus that fi ghts 
for student rights, believes that fac-
ulty working conditions are student 
learning conditions.
Robert Carrera, vice president of 
SQE, said students can get involved, 
too.
“Don’t be afraid to stand up and 
speak out,” said Carrera, a sophomore 
criminology major. “We need the voic-
es of the youth generation to be heard.” 
Struggles continue 
between CFA, CSU
by Alyxandra Goodwin
Staff Writer
“I’ve never talked to anyone who 
was educated on the subject of trans-
gender issues who hated or feared or 
was really grossed out by trans peo-
ple,” said Tobias McKenzie, an anima-
tion and illustration student. “With 
education, the fear goes away.”
Students who are transgender can 
face many challenges at SJSU, in the 
classroom and around campus, that 
many other students do not.
“It’s amazing how much gender 
plays (into) day-to-day interactions,” 
said Simon Jarrar, a freshman lin-
guistics student. “Being misgendered 
sucks.”
“Transgender” does not refer to just 
any state of a person’s gender but the 
state in which a person cannot live inside 
the social confi nes of the gender assigned 
at birth, according to Wiggsy Sivertsen, a 
professor of sociology and counselor.
Gender and sexual orientation are 
independent of each other — a person 
can be transgender and heterosexual or 
transgender and queer, she added.
Th e Campus Climate Focus Group 
Research Project from Fall 2011 assessed 
perceptions of the campus climate to the 
extent of which campus members valued 
diversity and saw it as safe, welcoming 
and supportive. 
According to this report, many 
transgender youth spend their college 
years transitioning into their real and 
correct gender identities.
Alice Foreman, a sophomore 
animation and illustration student, 
said she currently is in the process of 
lett ing her classmates know she most-
ly identifi es with feminine or neutral 
gender ideas and identifi es less with 
masculine ideas.
Her identity raises many curious 
questions from students, she said.
“Most people are willing to hear 
Transgender
students face 
challenges 
on campus, 
in classrooms 
by Samantha Clark
Staff Writer SEE TRANSGENDER PAGE 2
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High heels help give sexual abuse the boot
by Angelisa Ross
Staff Writer
Men in suits and heels stum-
bled with shaky legs across the 
downtown pavement.
“Th ere’s been a new study, and 
what it says is that 1-in-2 women 
and 1-in-5 men will experience sex-
ual violence in their lifetime other 
than rape and then it goes further to 
say that 1-in-5 women 1-in-71 men 
will experience rape, in addition to 
that,” said Leandra Peloquin, direc-
tor of the YWCA Rape Crisis Center.
Th e YWCA of Silicon Valley 
hosted its 10th annual “Walk a Mile 
in Her Shoes” event yesterday aft er-
noon at Plaza De Cesar Chavez.
“I don’t think (the event) does 
enough to really show the services 
that are available for (the center), 
but it’s a good way to bring aware-
ness to the general topic of (sexual 
assault),” said Christine Switzer, a 
junior social science major.
According to Peloquin, the 
YWCA Silicon Valley Rape Crisis 
Center provides a 24-hour crisis hot-
line, advocacy and accompaniments 
services, ongoing case management 
and legal advocacy for sexual as-
sault victims.
Some male participants were 
hospital employees, police offi  -
cers, and other members of the 
community.
“We are asking men to put them-
selves in her shoes, the majority of 
victims are women,” Peloquin said.
She said the purpose of this event 
is to increase the visibility about 
sexual violence in the community.
Th e event has become a way to 
raise awareness about sexual as-
sault, as well as raise money for the 
YWCA.
“I think it’s very successful,” 
she said. “We typically raise about 
$40,000. Th e fundraising element is 
successful but also the participation 
rate and seeing all those men willing 
to do something proactive is prob-
ably the biggest success.”
Approximately 500 people at-
tended this event and the money 
generated from this event is used to 
support the center’s programs, 
Peloquin said.
“We have to recognize that men 
are part of the solution to ending 
sexual violence,” she said.
According to Peloquin, men are 
the most important audience to 
target when sexual assault prevention 
is discussed.
She said men are an important 
factor because they oft en become 
support systems to sexually assaulted 
women, men are sexually assaulted, 
and the majority of sexual off enders 
are male.
“We really want to see a broader 
social (and) cultural change so the 
lingering patriarchy that serves as a 
foundation for oppression and gender 
violence,” Peloquin said. “We want to 
see that change and we need men for 
that to change.”
Senior sociology major Steven 
Sanchez said it is important for people 
to support positive community events.
CORRECTION
In yesterday’s issue of the Spartan 
Daily, a correction ran stating that 
Don Edwards was incorrectly given 
the title of congressman in the article 
titled “Former mayors level with 
beloved political science professor,” 
which ran on Tuesday. Edwards 
actually was a congressman but was 
erroneously called a senator in the 
article.
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you out and ask questions and 
most people who are turned off  
by it aren’t vocal about it,” McK-
enzie said. “Only a few people 
I knew before were vocally 
against it.”
He said society doesn’t have 
a grasp of what transgender is.
“I think this campus is like 
most places,” Sivertsen said. 
“We’re not lunging (toward) 
acceptance for the transgender 
person.”
She said that a few issues 
transgender students face in-
clude people referring to people 
by the incorrect name and pro-
nouns, bathrooms and resources 
on campus.
“When professors do the ‘he/
she’ in their articles or lectures, 
yes, they are acknowledging 
womyn,” said Tôtal Nguyen, a 
fourth-year computer engineer-
ing student. “Great. But what 
about people who aren’t male 
or female?”
Nguyen prefers to be referred 
by the pronoun “ze,” which is 
pronounced like the lett er “Z,” 
a gender neutral term that de-
scribes the fact that ze doesn’t 
affi  liate with the gender binaries 
of “he” or “she,” ze said.
“I’ve had to talk to a couple 
professors about using the cor-
rect name or pronoun,” McKen-
zie said. “A lot of time people 
feel like you’re angry with them 
if they get it wrong. I’ll go up 
and say, ‘Actually I go by male 
pronouns.’ … For me, I very 
rarely get angry about it. I’m 
just like, ‘Hey, I’m just lett ing 
you know.’”
He said the issue doesn’t 
come up oft en, but he still 
occasionally has to correct 
people.
Jarrar said when it comes up, 
he feels like he has to constant-
ly educate people on campus 
about trans issues.
“I intentionally neglect to do 
it just because I get burnt out,” 
he said. “One of the things that 
irks me the most is that I pres-
ent male and I introduce myself 
with a male name, yet I am still 
referred to by female pronouns 
and even have my name femi-
nized without my own consent. 
I’ll write ‘Simon’ on the board 
and someone will write down 
‘Simone’ and refer to me as 
‘she.’”
Jarrar said he’s only had one 
professor who has respected his 
pronoun preferences while the 
others skip over the pronouns 
or will “deliberately hammer in” 
the female ones, even aft er he 
has corrected them.
“It’s incredibly frustrating, 
mainly because I utilize the 
Notifi cation of Preferred Name 
form for a reason,” he said.
Th e Notifi cation of Pre-
ferred Name, which is avail-
able through counseling, is for 
students who wish to use their 
chosen name on class rosters, 
even though it does not appear 
on legal or academic records.
Bonnie Sugiyama, assis-
tant director of the LGBT Re-
source Center, and Sivertsen 
both said that this summer, 
improvements will hopefully 
be made to the name-change 
form.
McKenzie said the problem 
is that students fi ll out the 
forms to change their names 
for class rosters, but the email 
professors receive from coun-
seling services does not state 
why students are choosing 
a preferred name — and the 
email should, so student’s 
don’t have to.
Another way SJSU could 
be more accommodating and 
aware of trans issues is to im-
plement more gender-neutral 
bathrooms, McKenzie said.
“Bathrooms are about how 
other people see you, not how 
you see yourself,” he said.
Foreman said because trans-
gender students look like the 
gender they do not identify 
with, choosing bathrooms is 
awkward and uncomfortable.
“I rarely use the men’s rest-
rooms because I don’t pass (as 
male),” Jarrar said.
McKenzie, Jarrar and Fore-
man all said that since the 
gender-neutral bathrooms are 
single stalls and spread out 
across campus, using them can 
be time consuming if they have 
to wait for someone or leave 
class and walk far to one.
According to a map on the 
LGBT Resource Center web-
site, SJSU has 14 gender-neutral 
bathrooms.
Cathy Busalacchi, the ex-
ecutive director of the Student 
Union, said having gender-
neutral bathrooms is the right 
thing to do to meet all student 
and campus community needs, 
to ensure that they feel safe 
and comfortable, and that the 
new Student Union will have 
gender-neutral bathrooms.
Th e Student Health Center 
is also improving how it can 
assist students, said Laurie 
Morgan, the assistant director 
for campus wellness.
“A couple of years ago they 
wouldn’t do anything for trans 
students,” McKenzie said. “It 
was really hard being a trans 
man with lower plumbing in-
tact, going in when you look 
like a guy, you sound like a guy, 
and you have a guy’s name and 
you ask for a pap — you get 
looks like, ‘Why the hell do you 
need this?’”
Th e Health Center has re-
cently done training, spurred 
on by students who say they 
are not gett ing all the services 
needed, Morgan said.
“We’ve done a lot,” she 
said. “Could we do more? Yes. 
But we’re a clinic and we’re 
still learning about the unique 
needs and issues.”
People should listen when 
someone corrects them on pre-
ferred pronouns, Foreman said. 
“It’s basic respect.”
Sivertsen said the campus 
should do more to educate 
students, staff , faculty and 
administration on how to 
positively interact with trans 
students.
“I don’t want to be defi ned 
by my trans identity,” McKenzie 
said. “I want to be recognized 
for my personality. Even if peo-
ple think it’s the most interest-
ing thing about me, it’s not.”
SpartaGuide        
Today
Leadership Skills & How to Work in Groups Workshop
2 p.m. to 3 p.m. today
Clark Hall, Room 116
Presented by the Peer Mentor Center
6th Annual Global Health Event
6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Student Union - Loma Prieta Room
Presented by SJSU’s MPH Student Association’s 
Global Health Committee
Friday, April 20
$tart $mart Salary Negotiation Workshops
9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Student Union - Ohlone Room
Presented by the Career Center, the SJSU Women’s 
Resource Center and the Santa Clara Office of 
Women’s Policy
East Coast Swing Dance Lessons
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Spartan Complex, Room 89
Presented by Ballroom Dance Club
$3 for one lesson, $5 for both
Saturday, April 21
Martha Gardens Celebrates Art on the Block
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Bestor Art Park - 1035 South Sixth Street
Presented by the SJSU Sculptors Guild, 
SJSU’s Art Foundry and CommUniverCity San Jose
For volunteer opportunities, contact Elizabeth 
Figueroa via email 
(elizabeth@communivercitysanjose.org)
SpartaGuide is provided to students, staff  and faculty, free of charge. Th e deadline to 
submit is at noon, three working days prior to desired publication date. Entry forms 
are available in Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Send emails to spartandailyeditorial@
sjsumedia.com titled “SpartaGuide.” Space restrictions may require editing or exclu-
sion of submissions. Entry is not guaranteed. Entries are printed in order of which 
they are received.
Tobias McKenzie submits a legal change of name and gender notice at the Daily Register in San Jose, 
yesterday. The notice must run for four weeks, after which a court hearing will review his case and can 
declare the name and gender change legal. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily
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TRANSGENDER: Pronouns problematic 
He said he is doing classroom 
presentations to raise awareness 
about this issue and collecting 
cards signed by students stating 
their opposition to the CSU ad-
ministration, with the end result 
being that he can put all of these 
cards on the desk of Chancellor 
Charles Reed.
Before faculty can actually 
strike, there is protocol that 
needs to be followed, according 
to an email from CFA.
Th e process begins with 
mediation, in which both 
parties — in this case the CSU 
administration and the faculty 
— negotiate a contract with a 
third party and if mediation 
ends with no agreement, a 
fact-fi nder becomes present.
Th e CSU website stated that 
mediation ended April 6.
Th e purpose of the fact-fi nd-
er is to fi nd the factual infor-
mation, or lack of, in the argu-
ments of each party, and makes 
recommendations for each side. 
In a statement on the CSU web-
site, this is the phase the univer-
sity administration and faculty 
are in now.
“Th e chancellor and his 
team have off ered zero, zero, 
zero,” Cara said. “No salary step 
increase, no general salary in-
crease and no equity increases. 
Th is is in spite of the fact there 
was money set aside for equity 
increases they essentially took 
and we don’t know where that 
went.”
What the CFA is ask-
ing for isn’t feasible, accord-
ing to a statement released 
by the Chancellor’s Offi  ce on 
April 10.
Th e news release stated that 
what the CFA is proposing could 
cost the CSU $244.3 million, 
while the CSU is facing a poten-
tial $200 million trigger cut.
However, Cara does not 
believe the issue is strictly 
monetary.
“It’s a matt er of priori-
ties,” she said. “Th e adminis-
tration and chancellor have 
misplaced priorities.”
Cara said the goal of the 
CFA voting on a strike is to 
hopefully bring the chancel-
lor and his team back to the 
table for negotiations.
“It’s really a larger pic-
ture,” she said. “We feel that 
public higher education is 
being attacked … we want 
to make a stand for quality 
education.”
According to a news re-
lease sent out on Tuesday, 
the CSU and CFA have agreed 
to return to bargaining on a 
successor contract in early 
May.
“At this point in the ne-
gotiations there are a limited 
number of issues that remain 
in dispute,” the release stated. 
“Both parties have expressed 
a desire to reach a negotiated 
settlement and CSU, for its 
part, remains committed to 
that goal.”
STRIKE: 
Mediations 
to continue 
in early May
FROM PAGE 1
“I think that it’s impor-
tant for everybody, not just 
women, to know about this 
issue,” he said. “Th ere (are) 
a lot of people out there, in-
cluding men, who don’t really 
know about these issues and 
diff erent facts.”
Ron Estioko, a social 
worker with the San Andreas 
Regional Center, a center that 
helps people with develop-
mental issues, there is hope in 
preventing sexual abuse.
“Everything comes in 
waves,” he said. “One thing 
will be important at one time. 
It depends on who’s active 
enough to promote it so being 
a part of this now (and) to ac-
tively promote this is a good 
idea.”
WALK: 
Promoting 
awareness 
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Thursday is College Night 
at Loft Bar & Bistro
College night for SJSU students only (ID required)
Great for private parties up to  250 people. 
Terrific and friendly atmosphere! 
   
 Phone:  (408)291.0677,  website: www. loftbarandbistro.com
Address: 90 South 2nd Street, Downtown, San Jose
• Pruneyard/Campbell • 559-6900CAMERA 7
CAMERA 12
CAMERA 3
For showtimes, advance tix and more, go to
cameracinemas.com
Best Theaters -- SJ Merc, Metro & Wave Readers
Seniors/Kids/Students -- $7.50 (C12/C7) / $7 (C3/LG)
$7.50 (C12/C7) / $7 (C3/LG) b4 6pm M-F & 4pm Sat-Sun
◆ Sony 4K Digital • ✔ Final Week • * No Passes
      All Shows Before 12 noon Now Only $5.00
• 41 N. Santa Cruz • 395-0203LOS GATOS
• 288 S. Second, S.J. • 998-3300
• Pruneyard/Campbell • 559-6900CAMERA 7
• 201 S. 2nd St, S.J. • 998-3300CAMERA 12
Student Night Wednesdays -- $6 after 6pm
Always Plenty of Free Validated Parking All Sites
◆*CHIMPANZEE (G)     ✔*THE LADY (R)
◆*BULLY (PG-13)    ◆HUNGER GAMES (PG-13)
JIRO DREAMS OF SUSHI (PG)
✔JEFF WHO LIVES AT HOME (R)
SALMON FISHING IN THE YEMEN (PG-13)
◆*THINK LIKE A MAN (PG-13)  ◆*3 STOOGES (PG)
◆*THE LUCKY ONE (PG-13)   ◆*LOCKOUT (PG-13)
◆*CABIN IN WOODS (R)   ✔◆MIRROR MIRROR (PG)
✔◆TITANIC 3D (PG-13)  ◆AMERICAN REUNION (R)
✔◆WRATH OF THE TITANS (in 2D) (PG-13)
◆HUNGER GAMES (PG-13)  ◆21 JUMP STREET (R)
Student Night Wednesdays -- $6 after 6pm
*THE LUCKY ONE (PG-13)
✔ THE HUNGER GAMES (PG-13)
THEATER RENTALS -- CALL 395-6465
DISCOUNT (10 Admits/$60) / GIFT CARDS
◆*CABIN IN THE WOODS (R) D-BOX SEATING
*MARLEY (PG-13)  *MONSIEUR LAZHAR (PG-13)
FIGHT CLUB -- Sat at 12 midnight
OPENS 4/27!
PIRATES! SAFETHE RAVEN
THE FIVE-YEAR ENGAGEMENT
THE HUNTER
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SJSU table tennis club rises to No. 4 in national rankings
Forget the recreational ac-
tivity of pingpong. SJSU’s com-
petitive table tennis team is 
currently ranked fourth in the 
nation — chopping, defending 
and hitt ing over competitors 
this year.
“Table tennis is a sport that 
is complex and technical that 
seems to get looked past by 
most people and is considered 
an underrated sport, unlike 
basketball, football, baseball, 
etc.,” said Kyle Wong, a junior 
aviation operations major. “Th e 
most important skill one needs 
to have is passion and dedica-
tion to the sport and then ev-
erything else will follow, from 
technique to knowledge of the 
game.”
Wong said SJSU is in the 
Northern California Division 
with other schools such as UC 
Berkeley, Stanford, UC Davis, 
University of Califonia Merced 
and De Anza Community Col-
lege.
Th e team consists of six 
members, fi ve men and one 
woman.
Sally Su, a junior corporate 
fi nance major, has been playing 
the sport for 14 years.
“I always like to take on any 
kind of challenge and the com-
petition and making friends 
and meeting new people by 
playing table tennis,” Su said. 
“I feel that I am diff erent aft er 
years of intensive training of 
table tennis.”
Joseph Coorey, a junior me-
chanical engineering major, 
prefers the term “table tennis” 
to “pingpong” because ping-
pong gives the idea that it’s a 
garage activity, but it’s an actu-
al sport like tennis or badmin-
ton, he said.
“Table tennis is the fastest 
sport in the world for me (the 
ball can travel with the speed 
of over 100 mph),” said Truong 
Tu, a senior marketing major 
in the MBA program. “Every 
match and every point is dif-
ferent because table tennis has 
diff erent spins, diff erent rub-
bers, diff erent styles that make 
the sport so interesting — and 
everybody can play table tennis 
at anytime and anywhere.”
Table tennis keeps the mind 
and body sharp, Tu said.
A typical practice might in-
clude table tennis skills, long 
distance running to enhance 
endurance and practicing reac-
tion, Su said.
Th ere are two main grips 
with the paddle — penhold (hold 
like a pen)  and shakehand (hold 
the paddle like you’re shaking a 
hand) — and two main styles of 
play which include att acker and 
defender, Tu said.
“We can categorize play as of-
fense and defense,” Coorey said. 
“An off ensive player would at-
tack as much as they can, where 
as a defensive player would stay 
farther from the table and chop 
the ball to the opponent to at-
tack, hoping the att acker will 
miss the ball.”
Su considers table tennis a 
very challenging sport.
“Table tennis is a wise game 
with the ball small and quick,” 
Su said. “In order to return the 
ball, I have to react fast. In or-
der to keep the ball on the table, 
I have to be very skillful, and in 
order to win the games, I have 
to be very smart.”
Th e team recently returned 
from a national competition 
held in Texas and made it to 
the semi-fi nal round before los-
ing to the champion team from 
Texas Wesleyan University.
“We gave everything we had 
and got a lot of support from 
the Texas fans,” Tu said.
Members of the club hope 
to spread the word about table 
tennis on campus.
“Currently, only a few 
know about the club, so we 
want to make people aware of 
the club if they want to join,” 
Coorey said. “Th at way, there 
will be more competition 
within SJSU, so the best will 
move forward.”
Th e team encourages any 
student, male or female, to try 
out for the sport regardless 
of past experience with table 
tennis.
“Th at’s another thing I love 
about table tennis, anybody 
can play,” said Mitchell Ong, a 
senior computer science ma-
jor. “If you can hold a paddle 
and swing your arm, you can 
play.”
by Megan Mills
Staff Writer
Club members hope to 
rebound from loss in 
national championships
“In order to return 
the ball, I have 
to react fast. In 
order to keep the 
ball on the table, 
I have to be very 
skillful...”
– Sally Su, 
         junior corporate 
finance major
Truong Tu, a member of the SJSU table tennis club, practices in the Student Union yesterday afternoon.  Tu is the eighth-ranked 
table tennis player in the country.  The SJSU table tennis team is currently ranked fourth in the nation.  Photo by Derik Irvin / Spartan 
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Everything these days is “green.” It’s a branding tool that our 
generation is all-too familiar with. We carry around reusable water 
bottles, bring our own bags to the store and don’t blink at the term 
organic. Even though Earth Day is on April 22, the SJSU community is 
celebrating today. As a staff, the Spartan Daily, decided it’s important 
to look at the ecological effect of sustainability on campus.
by Brittany Patterson and Ron Gleeson
by Julie Myhre
by Boris Slager
by David Wong
by Boris Slager
by Rebecca Duran
Despite the lack of funding and no 
director, the Sustainability Board is 
still motivated to continue sustainabil-
ity on campus, said the new chair of 
the board.
Candice Carbonell, a recent envi-
ronmental studies graduate, stepped 
up as chair of the Sustainability Board 
last week and said she is hopeful for 
the future of sustainability at SJSU.
“We want to make sure that all 
students and faculty are aware of 
what sustainability means, like a lot 
of people just think it is related to the 
environment or climate change but we 
want our campus and community to be 
sustainable as a whole,” she said.
Undeclared sophomore Jose Alvarado 
said he thinks sustainability makes a 
small impact, but it is still worth the 
funding.
“It’s not essential, but it is for the 
bett er,” he said.
Carbonell said the sustainability 
department was funded by allocated 
money from former SJSU President Jon 
Whitmore.
“President Whitmore allocated 
money for two years,” she said. “So 
(it was) kind of like this trial thing …   
(we’d) try it out for two years and see if 
it’s successful at all.”
He took the money from the Offi  ce 
of the President and created a sustain-
ability director and department, she 
said.
“Now we have President Qayoumi 
who believes that sustainability should 
just kind of always be here,” she said. 
“(He thinks) we don’t need to allocate 
funding specifi cally to sustainability.”
Pat Lopes Harris, SJSU media rela-
tions spokeswoman, said Qayoumi 
places a high priority on sustainabil-
ity, but he chooses to express that in 
diff erent ways than previous presi-
dents did.
“It was a temporary situation,” Har-
ris said. “Presidents come in and they 
fund priorities oft en on a temporary 
basis. It depends on the decisions be-
ing made by the president at the place 
and the time.”
Harris said sustainability will al-
ways be an important part of campus 
life because it saves the university 
money.
“Going forward it will always be a 
top priority because it’s one way the 
university can seek to save money 
— by taking part in recycled water 
projects and any way we can become 
more energy effi  cient,” she said.
Anne Marie Todd, a professor in 
the communication studies depart-
ment, said she thinks closing the 
Offi  ce of Sustainability was a step 
backward for SJSU.
“We no longer have a comprehen-
sive program to support the develop-
ment of skills and knowledge neces-
sary to respond to environmental 
issues such as climate change,” she 
said. “Th e offi  ce was also critical to 
publicizing SJSU’s sustainability ef-
forts in the region and nationwide.”
Universities play an important role 
in addressing the environmental crisis 
by educating students and the com-
munity on environment literacy, Todd 
said.
“Th e Offi  ce of Sustainability pro-
vided a centralized hub for communi-
cating sustainability issues on campus 
and supported campuswide initiatives 
such as the Ecological Footprint chal-
lenge and the Green Wave,” she 
said. 
John Campos, a junior health 
science major, said he thinks sustain-
ability should be funded to maintain 
the campus.
“It should be funded to keep the 
Earth green,” he said.
Carbonell said she wants people to 
know what sustainability means, be 
interested and for sustainability to be 
natural for people.
“I kind of understand what Presi-
dent Qayoumi is saying about how 
sustainability is kind of ingrained into 
everyday lifestyle, but it isn’t like that 
I don’t think for everybody,” she said.
SJSU supports the green initiative 
to push for sustainability throughout 
the campus and the board wants the 
campus to keep up with the sustain-
ability trend, according to Carbonell.
Th e Sustainability Board doesn’t 
have the money for large projects, so 
it is diffi  cult to eff ectively lead a large 
project, according to Carbonell.
“Th ere’s like one or two people 
from each department who are 
interested in sustainability or doing 
research or are volunteering their 
time to work on certain projects,” she 
said. “Without one actual director 
with funding and money to do certain 
projects, it’s not as easy but it’s not 
impossible.”
Carbonell said she thinks the lack 
of funding won’t set the board’s eff orts 
back too far and that they need to 
discuss the future of sustainability at 
its summer meeting.
“We’re trying to restructure what 
the board wants to do as far as sus-
tainability,” she said. “What projects 
can we do with the regrouping of 
our group without a department and 
without that funding? We’re coming 
up with more creative ways to make 
sure that our sustainability eff orts 
aren’t lost.” 
Sustainability is soon to 
be blooming through future 
renovations to the landscap-
ing near the Associated 
Students House.
Th e garden will be a 
native garden, according to 
Celia White, director of the 
Environmental Resource 
Center.
A native garden means 
that all the plants come 
from California and they 
will need less water, she 
said.
“I think it is great that stu-
dents are allowed to alter the 
landscape at school to make a 
diff erence,” White said.
Th e center worked 
in conjunction with the 
grounds crew on the 
landscaping, according to 
head grounds manager Raul 
Bueno.
“I get excited when I 
get to do projects with the 
students,” he said.
Th e center also helped 
plan where the plants would 
be located, according to 
Bueno.
Th e grounds crew will 
install a drip system so 
the plants will get only the 
proper amount of water, 
which will be fed directly to 
each plant, he said.
Yesterday, mulch and 
compost for the garden 
came to the SJSU campus, 
and the grounds crew and 
members of the Environ-
mental Resource Center 
were out there working 
on the fi rst stages of the 
landscaping. Th ey were put-
ting compost in the garden 
and mulch in the Botany 
Garden.
Th e mulch and compost 
were donated by GreenWaste, 
according to Emily Creegan 
from Zanker Road Resource 
Management, Green Waste’s 
sister company.
“We believe in it and we 
want to help create more 
sustainable ecosystems and 
communities,” she said.
Th e grounds crew had to 
remove the grass that was 
by the A.S. House, and that 
grass was either re-laid on 
South Campus or sorted to 
be composted, Bueno said.
Th ere will be about 10 
diff erent types of native 
plants that will be going in 
the garden, according to a 
plant printout provided by 
Bueno.
Th ose plants were 
selected because they are 
recycled-water tolerant and 
because they bloom at dif-
ferent times, according to 
White.
“I think it’s great that we 
are looking to be more wa-
ter conscious in terms of the 
plants that are going to be 
put around the A.S. House,” 
stated Katie Minks, 
director of faculty aff airs for 
A.S., in an email. “I can only 
hope that the rest of campus 
starts to move toward this 
model.”
White agrees with 
Minks.
“I foresee other stu-
dents looking to us to see 
how to make their schools 
go native,” White said.
Th e garden will be 
going on the side and in 
the front of the A.S. House 
so it will not aff ect the 
Botany Garden near the 
house.
However, members of 
the Environmental Re-
source Center put mulch 
in the Botany Garden to 
help out those plants.
“It (the mulch) will pay 
off  big time,” said Michael 
Somers, a professor of 
individual studies.
He said Susan Lam-
brecht, an associate 
professor of biological 
sciences, was key in the 
Botany Garden receiving 
the mulch.
One of the students 
helping out with the garden 
was Stephen Anderson, a 
junior environmental stud-
ies major.
He said he was excited 
for the garden and thinks 
the campus will be im-
proved with the native 
garden.
Mike Felipe, a junior en-
vironmental studies major, 
also helped assemble the 
garden.
“It’s a lot prett ier than 
the lawns,” he said. “It will 
be aesthetically pleasing 
and it will set it apart from 
the rest of the campus.”
Bueno and the grounds 
crew was out there as well.
“I work hard with them 
(the students) to set the 
example,” he said.
White said she liked see-
ing the change on campus 
and how it is starting to 
promote native gardens.
“I hope San Jose State 
University will one day be 
at the forefront of sustain-
ability be celebrating all 
aspects of 3-D sustainabil-
ity,” stated Yan Yin Choy, 
director of student rights 
and responsibilities for A.S., 
in an email.
Bueno said the grounds 
crew intends to do some-
thing that represents Earth 
Day each year.
Earth Day is an eff ort to in-
crease awareness about ecologi-
cal concerns around the world, 
but there is a history behind 
the movement that ties into the 
university.
On April 22, 1970, the fi rst 
nationwide Earth Day was held 
with around 20 million par-
ticipants, according to Lynne 
Trulio, the department chair of 
environmental studies.
“I actually remember the fi rst 
Earth Day,” Trulio said. “I was 
in junior high and it really made 
an impression upon me — at 
that time I didn’t know that I 
wanted to go into environmen-
tal work. A lot of people were 
involved, including my junior 
high school teacher.”
Trulio said it was one of 
largest grassroots events in U.S. 
History — it helped kick off  the 
1970s environmental decade, 
when many important pieces of 
environmental legislation were 
passed.
A notable ecological aware-
ness event that predated Earth 
Day was the Survival Faire, a 
weekend-long event to bring 
att ention to “ecologically insane 
behavior” committ ed by Ameri-
cans, according to an advertising 
supplement the Spartan Daily 
published on Feb. 16, 1970.
Th e Survival Faire began on 
Feb. 16, 1970 and ended on Feb. 
20 with the burial of a new 1970 
Ford Maverick in the lawn at the 
center of campus, according to 
Craig Turner, author of a Spar-
tan Daily article titled, “Auto 
Burial To Highlight Faire’s Clos-
ing,” published on Feb. 16.
“Th e burial of the car put San 
Jose State on the map,” Trulio 
said.
SJSU alumnus Gaylord 
Nelson was the originator of 
the day, aft er he came to believe 
that the American people were 
out of touch with the environ-
ment.
Nelson graduated from SJSU 
in 1939, graduated from the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Law School 
in 1942 and served during WWII 
on Okinawa, Japan, according to 
the Wilderness Society.
In 1958, Nelson was elected 
Governor of Wisconsin, where 
he worked on ecological legisla-
tion — he continued his work 
aft er being elected to the Senate 
in 1962, according to the Wis-
consin Historical Society.
Aft er the public’s lukewarm 
reception to environmental pro-
tection, which was promoted by 
John F. Kennedy, Nelson sought 
to increase the public’s demand 
or environmental protection by 
grassroots methods, according 
to Th e Wilderness Society.
Th e method of conveying 
Nelson’s message was in the 
form of a nationwide teach-in 
to educate the public, which 
would be called Earth Day, 
according to Th e Wilderness 
Society.
A teach-in is “an extended 
meeting usually held on a 
college campus for lectures, 
debates, and discussions to 
raise awareness of or express a 
position on a social or political 
issue,” according to the 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary.
For the fi rst time ever, 
Associated Students, the 
Environmental Resource 
Center and the City of San Jose 
have pooled their resources to 
hold events to celebrate Earth 
Day today instead on Sunday, 
the designated date of Earth 
Day, according to Trulio.
Th e Environmental Resource 
Center is a class from the envi-
ronmental studies department 
that runs Earth Day and other 
ecological activities on campus, 
according to its website.
Th e legacy of Earth Day 
continues with students who 
directly participate in ecologi-
cal activities.
“Well, I’ve been recycling, 
taking out the trash, do all of 
these things for the Earth,” 
said junior photography major 
Patrick Gregorio.
Junior sociology major 
Marisela Chavez said she 
helped to clean up the City of 
Napa, and third-year 
behavioral science major Kris 
De La Cruz said he planted 
trees.
Sustainability Board keeps campus 
‘green’ despite its limited resources
Environmental Resource Center boosts 
A.S. House curb appeal with landscaping
SJSU’s rich history of environmentalism 
helped alumni spawn Earth Day tradition
Graphic by Leo Postovoit / Spartan Daily
T A
T
Th e climate needed a new 
spokesman, so it called on 
the Green Ninja.
Th e Green Ninja is a 
climate-action superhero 
who aims to improve how 
humans treat the world, said 
Eugene Cordero, one of the 
creators of the Green Ninja.
“(Th e Green Ninja) 
wants to inspire young 
people to get involved in the 
environment,” said Cordero, 
an associate professor in 
meteorology.
HOW IT ALL STARTED
Th e Green Ninja was 
created about two years ago 
and is on YouTube as well as 
in some fi lms, Cordero said.
Th e goal of the project 
is to make the Green Ninja 
the new Smokey the Bear, 
he said.
Th e idea for the project 
came about because he 
wanted to educate the public 
and the younger generation 
about the climate and that 
he might not be the best 
person to communicate the 
story since he is a scientist, 
Cordero said.
He said he went to the 
art department and to the 
television, radio, fi lm and 
theatre department to 
help him reach a broader 
audience.
Babak Sarrafan was 
one of those people that 
Cordero reached out to.
Sarrafan, a television, 
radio, fi lm and theatre 
professor, came up with the 
character Green Ninja, he 
stated in an email.
“(Th e Green Ninja was 
created) to target younger 
audiences … and educate 
through our fi rst live-action 
fi lm,” Sarrafan stated.
Sarrafan stated he 
got involved with the 
project because he likes 
the premise of being 
environmentally friendly.
Barnaby Dallas, a 
coordinator of production 
in the television, radio, fi lm 
and theatre department, 
said he has been with the 
project since the beginning.
“Babak’s genius of the 
character is that it could be 
used in several forms,” he 
said.
Dallas said the project is 
a great opportunity for the 
students to work in an on-
going process and to work 
for a client.
Erica Schwehr, who is 
working on the live-action 
fi lm this summer, said she 
is taking advantage of that 
opportunity.
Schwehr, a senior theatre 
arts major, said the project 
is an opportunity to get 
her foot in the door when it 
comes to the fi lm industry.
“It is a great opportunity 
to work on the next 
generation’s Smokey the 
Bear,” she said.
THE GRANTS GROW FOR GREEN 
NINJA
“Th e project has received 
a $390,000 grant from NASA 
to support professional 
development for teachers 
and $20,000 from PG&E to 
pilot an energy reduction 
contest for Santa Clara 
County middle schoolers,” 
according to a university 
press release.
Cordero said the grants 
are a validation that the 
project is on the right track.
Some of the money will 
go to help teachers create 
lesson plans, so the Green 
Ninja can be used in sixth-
grade science classes, he said.
BRANCHING OUT TO CAMPUS
David Chai, an assistant 
professor in animation and 
illustration, has been with 
the Green Ninja project 
from the beginning as well, 
according to Cordero.
Chai said animation and 
illustration students draw 
the Green Ninja and create 
diff erent versions of the 
superhero.
“Our goal is to create an 
internationally recognizable 
character,” he said.
Th e Green Ninja is not 
alone in his world, Cordero 
said.
Th ere is a Carbon 
Ninja — the Green Ninja’s 
archenemy — Plastic Man, 
Coal Man and Junky 
Corporate Man, Dallas 
said.
Th e Green Ninja defeats 
these people by educating 
kids, Cordero said.
Th e future is bright and 
we don’t have to in the 
current direction of climate 
change, he said.
He said the Green Ninja 
was given enemies so the 
premise can be transferable 
to a comic book or a movie 
and children could relate 
more to the issue.
“Eugene (Cordero) makes 
it all about the students,” 
Dallas said.
Th e Green Ninja’s target 
audience is sixth- to ninth-
graders and the character 
was created as a way to 
get these students involved 
in the environment and 
to make it fun for them, 
Cordero said.
“(We want kids) to step 
off  the sidelines and do 
something for the climate 
to make the future bett er,” 
he said.
Anytime someone goes to a Spartan 
Shop on campus to get a cup of coff ee 
or a bowl of soup and grab a spoon to 
eat it with, they are using biodegradable 
products.
Th e utensils, coff ee cups, soup bowls 
and napkins are “eco-products” (envi-
ronmentally friendly products), said 
Candice Carbonell, the sustainability 
coordinator for Spartan Shops.
Carbonell said biodegradable products 
must be broken down in facilities, while 
compostable items can be thrown into a 
dirt pile and will break down there.
She said biodegradable products do 
not contain aluminum or plastic, which 
is something Starbucks has in its cups.
Sho Khan, a senior electrical engi-
neering major, said he does not stay too 
informed on the topic of biodegradable 
products.
“It’s fi ne that they have them here, 
but I’m not too informed,” he said. “It’s 
bett er for the environment, but it’s 
important to balance it out because of 
the budget.”
Senior environmental studies major 
Garik Iosilevsky said he thinks it’s 
good that these products are not being 
thrown into a landfi ll.
According to the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), 250 million 
pounds of waste were generated in the 
U.S. in 2010.
Th e EPA reported 12.4 percent of 
this waste was plastic, 28.5 percent was 
paper and cardboard and 13.9 percent 
was food waste.
“It can take things a long time to 
compost, and so some people criticize 
compostable plastics,” Iosilevsky said.
He said people can have a mis-
conception about biodegradable and 
compostable products, thinking they 
can just throw it on the grass and it’ll 
be gone in a few days.
BREAKING IT DOWN
Carbonell said the utensils are 
sent to Green Waste, a recycling and 
diversion center, which is where food 
scraps and biodegradable projects are 
re-sorted.
She said Green Waste is going to 
donate compost to SJSU this week for 
Earth Day, something that brings the 
process full-circle.
Th e soup bowls and coff ee cups are 
made from renewable materials and 
employ plant-based plastics, Carbonell 
said, and can be broken down in com-
mercial compost facilities.
She said Spartan Shops has tried to 
use completely biodegradable utensils, 
but they ended up melting too easily.
“I tried using one in my cup of soup, 
and it melted right away,” she said — 
which is why they switched to using 70 
percent renewable utensils, which are 
also made from corn-based plastic.
Sophomore biochemistry major 
Ahmad Badr said it’s a good start for 
SJSU to be environmentally friendly.
“It’s a small start,” he said.
WHERE IT COMES FROM
Carbonell said the shops currently 
order utensils from World Centric, a 
biodegradable product company.
World Centric, which was started 
in Palo Alto in 2004 as a nonprofi t 
organization, aimed to solve social and 
environmental issues, according to 
founder Aseem Das.
“I was much more of an armchair 
activist before — I would write lett ers 
to the senator and give donations,” he 
said.
With a master’s degree in computer 
science, Das said he worked in indus-
trial companies for 15 years before 
fi nding a passion for participating in 
social change.
He said World Centric showed 
videos and had speakers talk about 
environmental and social issues when 
it was nonprofi t.
In 2005, he said they began to think 
of ways to raise money besides dona-
tions and grants, so they started 
selling fair trade products (coff ee, tea, 
and other items not grown in the U.S.).
In 2009, he said World Centric 
became a for-profi t business by selling 
compostable products, generating $11 
million in 2011.
“We give 25 percent of our profi ts 
away,” Das said.
He said the catalyst that made 
him more active was the start of the 
Iraq war a decade ago, when a lot of 
grassroots eff orts were being formed in 
protest.
He said he asked himself, “How can 
I be more actively involved?”
Das said the company has always 
kept its social and environmental 
values from the beginning, hoping to 
continue to bring awareness.
LOOKING TO EXPAND
Carbonell said Spartan Shops is 
looking to expand its selection of 
biodegradable products.
“We’re looking at bioproducts for 
soda cups,” Carbonell said.
She said she also wants Jamba 
Juice to stop using styrofoam cups 
and wants to see less food packaging 
waste, like plastic bott les sold in the 
shops.
She said it would be great for the 
school to have water bott le fi lling sta-
tions with fi lters, something she said 
she believes will encourage students 
to bring water bott les.
Carbonell said that Spartan Din-
ing’s sustainability practices include 
vegan and vegetarian options, along 
with gett ing food from local places, 
such as Marin Sun Farms and Abbots-
ford Farms.
Another thing Carbonell said is 
important is how there is a 50 cent 
discount for people who use their own 
mugs for beverages.
Andreas Wallers, a senior environ-
mental studies major, said using these 
biodegradable products is a step in the 
right direction.
“Th e impact is minimal, but it 
shouldn’t stop people from making 
the right choices,” he said.
Green Ninja karate chops climate change 
as this generation’s ‘Smokey the Bear’
Spartan Shops pokes less at environment
Protesters push a Ford Maverick in Feb. 1970 during the Survival Faire to the Cesar Chavez Plaza where 
it would be buried in a 12-foot-deep pit for two years. The event, which was called the “Survival Car 
Internment,” was organized by Peter Ellis, a student at SJSU, and humanities professor John Sperling as 
a publicity stunt to increase media coverage of Earth Day in the Bay Area.
Photo courtesy of Spartan Daily archive
Celia White, the director of the ERC and a 
senior environmental studies student, clears 
away decaying leaves and invasive plant 
species by hand from the new landscaping 
near the Associated Students House during 
cleanup yesterday. 
Photo by Sierra Duren / Spartan Daily
Image courtesy 
of twitter.com/#!/
ourgreenninja
Events Toda y
Keynote Speaker : Fred Klammt & Community Micro Grid
11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Associated Students Rec Lawn, San Carlos Plaza
 
Earth Day Vendor Fair
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
San Carlos Plaza
 
Climate Crises: Cause & Solution with Dr. Gary Latshaw
2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe Room
 
Environmental Careers Panel
3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe Room
 
Student Organization Solutions / Live Band - Whiskey Avengers
5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Associated Students Rec Lawn, San Carlos Plaza
 
Associated Students Annual Trashion Fashion Show
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Associated Students Rec Lawn, San Carlos Plaza
Camp us Voices: What are you doing to be green friendly on Earth Day?
Katherine Nguyen
Freshman animation/
illustration major
“Well I’m green friendly every day 
because I’m very supportive over the 
environment and global issues that’s 
going on right now. So tomorrow I’ll 
be wearing green. Well, planning – I’m 
planning to wear green to support Earth 
Day. It’s already written in my planner.”
Kelsey Brain
Junior business major
“I didn’t have plans because I didn’t know 
it was Earth Day, but I’ll take the light 
rail so that’s kind of a way to be green but 
nothing probably beyond what I 
normally do.”
Michael Luo
Sophomore graphic design 
major
“I’ll be using my reusable Walmart bag to 
go Walmart shop.”
AC Sico
Junior radio, television and 
fi lm major
“Maybe I’ll be conscientious about 
something and maybe I’ll take a step 
toward it.”
Anna Shull
Graduate physiology major
“Well, considering that I didn’t even 
know that this weekend was Earth Day, 
I have to say probably not as much as I 
would have been if I have known.”
Perter Mountha
Sophomore molecular 
biology
“Of course I want to be green because 
I had a teacher in high school that 
infl uenced me and one of the things I will 
probably do is use reusable bottles and 
throw stuff in the recycle of course.”
Questions and photos by Julie Mhyre / Spartan Daily
SpartanDaily.com 
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Complete the grid 
so that every row, 
column and 3 by 3 box 
contains every digit 
from 1 to 9 inclusively.
Check back daily for 
new sudoku puzzles 
and solutions.
How to Play
Today’s Crossword Puzzle
Previous Puzzle Solved
ACROSS
  1 Round Table 
honoriﬁc
 4 Gandhi’s title
  11 Logan 
posting 
(Abbr.)
 14 Heavy-metal 
rock?
  15 Burdensome
  16 Where people 
and rats may 
coexist
 17  They may 
be taken to 
avoid snarls
  19 “___ my 
brother’s 
keeper?”
 20 Watch twice
 21  Danced like 
Bojangles 
Robinson
 23 Shelley’s 
“Adonais,” 
e.g.
 25 Top of some 
scepters
 28 Billiard shot
 29 Type of 
service or 
caddy
 30 Accountant’s 
charges
 32 Uses hair 
rollers
 33 Painting 
backing
 37 Yucatan 
civilization 
members
 39 With a voice 
that means 
business
 43 Animal track
 44 Advertiser’s 
lure
 46 Three Stooges 
blow
 49 Like an owl, 
proverbially
 51  “___ is me!” 
(“Alas!”)
 52 Editor’s 
insertion 
mark
 54 “Superman” 
baddie Luthor
 55 Anchor line’s 
hole
 57 It follows a 
pair of hips
 59 Sao ___, 
Brazil
 61  ___ of Good 
Feelings 
(Monroe 
years)
 62 Flag ofﬁcer
 67 Word on 
both sides of 
“to” and “oh”
 68 Evening dress 
material
 69 Twist the 
truth
 70 Winter hrs. in 
Florida
 71  Beaten down
 72 Banned bug 
spray
DOWN
  1 Weep 
buckets
 2 Tax-shielded 
investment, 
brieﬂy
 3 Coward
 4 Unlike a 
rolling stone, 
proverbially
 5 World Poker 
Tour  
contribution
 6 Concerning 
this, in  
legalese
 7 “... violets 
___ blue”
 8 Oft-stubbed 
extremity
 9 Pup with no 
papers
 10 Indian state 
bordering 
Bhutan
 11  Pass by, as 
time
 12  Easiest to 
train
 13  ___ by 
(follows)
 18  Beer bash 
barrel
 22 Footnote 
word
 23 “And so on” 
(Abbr.)
 24 Pastoral 
settings
 26 Feeling that 
eats at you
 27 Bridges in 
movies
 31  Set at the 
same time, as 
watches
 34 Bell rung at 
evening
 35 Jean the 
Dadaist
 36 Wintry 
forecast
 38 Kerfufﬂe
 40 Target of 
some pH 
tests
 41 Huxley’s 
“brave” place
 42 Baby patter
 45 Word 
preceding 
a maiden 
name
 46 Crook’s plan, 
e.g.
 47 Dern and 
Bush
 48 Downright
 50 Broaden
 53 Card of the 
future?
 55 Kind of 
cannonball
 56 Boxing 
legend
 58 Berlin mister
 60 Carpentry 
tool with a 
curved head
 63 “... and seven 
years ___”
 64 X-ray dose 
unit
 65 Word with 
“foreign,” 
“ﬁrst” or 
“legal”
 66 Tennis shot 
that must be 
replayed
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DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim 
for products or services advertised 
below nor is there any guarantee 
implied.  The classified columns 
of the Spartan Daily consist of 
paid advertising and offers are 
not approved or verified by the 
newspaper. Certain advertisements 
in these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses for additional 
information.  Classified readers 
should be reminded that, when 
making these further contacts, 
they should require complete 
information before sending money 
for goods or services.  In addition, 
readers should carefully investigate 
all firms offering employment 
listings or coupons for discount 
vacations or merchandise. 
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For the first time in his life, two-year-old Isaac Dean experiences being in a forest and watches Granuja Falls from one of many footbridges 
in Uvas Canyon County Park.
Story & photos by Dorian Silva
Photo Editor
A short distance from campus, 
Uvas Canyon County Park offers 
a serene experience with nature 
Fungus can be found growing on trees throughout the park. 
During various seasons, the colors and type can change. 
Upper Falls is located along the Waterfall 
Loop Trail. 
Th e scent of damp redwood 
and oak trees infuses the 
misty morning air as hikers 
begin their trek along the 
trails winding through Uvas 
Canyon County Park.
Uvas Canyon encompasses 
more than 1,200 acres and is 
located on the east side of the 
Santa Cruz Mountains.
Th e park off ers seven miles 
of hiking, a day-use picnic 
area, 25 overnight campsites 
and, according to the park 
brochure, a youth group camp 
area that can be reserved by 
nonprofi t youth groups.
Th e park is highlighted by 
waterfalls scatt ered along the 
Waterfall Loop Trail, a steady 
seven-tenths mile hike, easy 
for children and adults.
As hikers ascend the Wa-
terfall Loop trail and veer to 
the left , they can view the up-
per falls of Swanson Creek, 
which rises 15-to-20 feet.
Aft er spending some time 
at the falls or picnicing among 
the trees, hikers can continue 
to the Contour Trail junction 
for a longer hike that crosses 
over the creek and leads into a 
more densely wooded section 
of the trail.
While hiking the Contour 
Trail during the wett er parts 
of the season, don’t forget to 
look down.
Occasionally, banana slugs 
can be found slowly crossing 
or resting near the trails.
Have time for a closer 
look? Stop and gently look 
among the ferns that line the 
trail for newts and the Cali-
fornia Pacifi c Salamander.
As the upper part of 
Contour Trail swerves through 
the trees, look up and you might 
spot a red-tailed hawk or turkey 
vulture perched in the canopy.
During the hike, you’re likely 
to hear the chirps of birds enjoy-
ing the onset of spring and litt le 
critt ers rustling through the 
brush.
When your hike reaches the 
Alec Canyon junction, make a 
left  and take a rest at the wood-
en bench overlooking the can-
yon with a view of the Diablo 
Range.
While enjoying the scen-
ery, hummingbirds might fl it 
by and hawks can be seen scour-
ing the hills for food and drift ing 
on wind currents.
Finding the park can be a bit 
tricky for those unfamiliar with 
the area.
Visitors can take 101 south, 
exit on Bailey Avenue, continue 
up the hill and go left  on McKean 
Road (this becomes Uvas Road).
Th en aft er four scenic miles, 
make a right onto Croy Road.
Turn off  the radio, roll 
down the windows and enjoy 
the sounds of the Uvas Creek 
as the road lazily winds deeper 
into the canyon.
Be aware that this road has 
blind curves and narrow sections 
at various points.
Croy Road comes to a dead-
end at the park, but not before 
reaching Sveadal, a private 
Swedish resort community.
Pass through the commu-
nity slowly until reaching Uvas 
Canyon.
Th e park is open from 8 a.m. 
until sunset and there is a $6 fee 
at the gate for entering the park 
by vehicle.
Do not park vehicles before 
this gate, they will be cited by 
park rangers.
During the summer vistors 
can sign up for guided nature 
tours.
Uvas Canyon may be off 
the beaten path, but grab your 
boots, pack a lunch and take 
a hike through this wonder-
land of trees, waterfalls and 
wildlife.
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Saving the earth with eco-friendly fashion
Even though the weather 
is warming up, I still love to 
wear a good pair of jeans 
since they are so versatile, 
comfortable and extremely 
durable.
However, a book called 
“Fugitive Denim: A Moving 
Story of People and Pants in 
the Borderless World of Glob-
al Trade,” by Rachel Snyder, 
made me do a double take on 
the very jeans that I adored 
with all of my heart.
My fi rst encounter with 
this book was in my English 
class in community college, 
and while I found Snyder’s 
writing to be quite dry, her 
statistics about the jean-mak-
ing process terrifi ed me.
In her book, Snyder said 
that an average pair of jeans 
carries three quarters of a 
pound of chemicals.
Such chemicals can include 
soft eners, dyes, fi nishing 
treatments and the very thing 
the cott on is treated with prior 
to the denim-making process 
— pesticides.
As I squirmed in my seat, I 
was simply shocked that the 
jeans adorning my bott om 
half were basically soaking 
in a chemical hot-tub before 
being sent out to people like 
me.
According to the Organic 
Trade Association, cott on 
is known to be the world’s 
“dirtiest crop” since it uses 16 
percent of the world’s insec-
ticides and relies heavily on 
synthetic fertilizers.
Pesticides are commonly 
used when it comes to killing 
off  bugs that could damage 
cott on crops, but it also harms 
the people in extremely debili-
tating ways.
Most of the cott on farm-
ers live in rural areas of Chi-
na and India and they cannot 
aff ord to get the protective 
gear necessary to handle the 
pesticides.
As a result, the pesticides 
seep into their bodies and 
many get symptoms ranging 
from respiratory disease to 
death in some cases.
It’s sad that the very cloth-
ing we wear on a daily basis 
is potentially killing someone 
in a far away land because the 
poisonous elements in pesti-
cides that aff ect the farmers.
Don’t get me started on 
how much water goes into a 
pair of jeans, because I think 
it’s absolutely ridiculous.
In a statistic from Levi 
Strauss & Co., the average pair 
of Levi’s 501 jeans consumes 
3,000 liters of water, from the 
cott on production process to 
washing the jeans.
Th at amount of water can 
supply enough electricity for 
three average-sized homes in 
America for just one day.
Now, before people start 
thinking that I am shunning 
clothes and encouraging ev-
eryone to go naked, there are 
alternatives.
Clothing stores such as 
H&M and ZARA are start-
ing to carry items made from 
organic cott on and in some 
cases, recycled material usu-
ally deemed “trash.”
It’s not the typical “hippie-
style” clothes made from itchy 
hemp fi bers (although there 
are methods to make the hemp 
material comfortable) but 
items that are weaved from 
things such as plastic bott les 
and recycled fabric.
Even celebrities such as 
Viola Davis, Michael Fass-
bender and Colin Firth sport-
ed eco-friendly threads on the 
red carpet, according to a blog 
post on Ecorazzi.
Despite the rise of sustain-
able fashion, it’s usually over-
shadowed by conventional 
clothes that were probably 
treated with chemicals.
I understand that the costs 
of raising cott on organically 
can be high, but if places such 
as H&M are carrying eco-
friendly clothes, shouldn’t it 
be more available to every-
one?
Organic farming is highly 
petitioned for in our food, but 
the things we put on our bod-
ies are important too.
Not only will we know that 
our clothes are treated with 
safer methods, but the farmers 
who harvest our cott on won’t 
have to risk their health and 
well-being.
It’s kind of amusing that this 
column is running in conjunc-
tion with the Trashion Fash-
ion Show on campus today, 
but hey, it’s a good platform to 
show how eco-friendly fash-
ion can be integrated in our 
lives. 
This column
appears
every other 
Thursday
Gun laws are not the 
things to blame for 
violent criminal acts
Call me crazy, but guns 
scare me.
I’ve never held or dis-
charged a fi rearm.
I’ve heard maybe one or 
two gunshots in my entire 
life and that’s about as close 
as I’ve gott en to the penetrat-
ing sound of metal meeting 
the air.
Th e Second Amendment 
listed in the U.S. Constitution 
states that “a well-regulated 
militia, being necessary to the 
security of a free state, the 
right of the people to keep 
and bear arms, shall not be 
infringed.”
Originally, the intent of 
this amendment was to pro-
tect citizens from government 
powers, and not let the feder-
al government take away the 
states’ rights and freedoms.
Everyone should be able to 
own a gun for protection and 
self-defense, but not abuse 
that power to bring harm to 
others or property.
What exactly qualifi es as 
protection though?
Recently, the controver-
sial case of Trayvon Martin 
brought some of these ques-
tions to mind when George 
Zimmerman shot Martin in 
“self-defense.”
Th is case brings up the cru-
cial question of whether the 
federal government should 
crack down on gun owner-
ship of private citizens.
Who draws the line be-
tween self-defense and bla-
tant aggression?
Self-defense can be defi ned 
as protecting oneself, proper-
ty or others from harm.
Th e last time the United 
States Supreme Court ruled in 
favor of the Second Amend-
ment was 2008 in the case of 
District of Columbia v. Heller, 
where the court ruled that 
an individual can possess a 
fi rearm for traditional lawful 
purposes such as self-defense, 
according to the Library of 
Congress.
It’s a sticky situation for 
both ends of the spectrum — 
people that either consider 
guns dangerous and unneces-
sary or those that use fi rearms 
for sport, hunting or home 
safety.
Organizations such as the 
National Rifl e Association 
provide rifl e owners with 
practice, education and train-
ing, while others like the Na-
tional Gun Victims Action 
Council are trying to ban and 
boycott  guns in America.
I understand the argument 
from both sides.
In the wrong hands, such 
as those of the mentally ill or 
those who engage in criminal 
activity, guns are detrimental 
to society and those that live 
in it.
On the other hand, perfect-
ly peaceful citizens use these 
weapons to fi ght for their 
lives as protection or take up 
the sport of hunting game.
If a man or woman broke 
into my home and violated 
my rights, I would like the op-
portunity to shoot them mul-
tiple times.
Furthermore, police and 
security individuals need fi re-
arms to properly do their jobs 
— to strive for safety and jus-
tice in society.
Th e physical makeup of 
metal, barrel and bullets is not 
the problem. It is the mental 
state of mind of the person 
pulling the trigger.
Although each state in the 
U.S. carries a gun law or regu-
lation, the law only speaks to 
those that use their fi rearm 
for useful purposes.
Th is controversy over gun 
control and regulation may 
never be completely under-
stood in the near future, but 
protection and self-defense 
are rights entitled to individu-
als that should never be taken 
away.
A few bad apples give guns 
a negative connotation due to 
the violence aspect, but hu-
man intuition is to protect 
yourself, your property and 
those we love.
In the end, guns don’t kill 
people — people kill people. 
Staff Writer
by 
Megan
Mills
“The physical 
makeup of metal, 
barrel and bullets 
is not the problem. 
It is the mental 
state of mind of 
the person pulling 
the trigger.”
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Hardcore pop-punk band A Day to Remember pumps up the crowd Tuesday night at the Event Center. The band launched balloons, beach 
balls, T-shirts and plumes of white smoke into the audience. Photo by Brian O’Malley / Spartan Daily
Rise Against and A Day To Remember put on explosive act
With a cold $7 Stella Artois 
in hand, condensation dripping 
down the sides of the cup, I me-
andered to the seating area.
For an opening band, Title 
Fight packed a punch. Although 
they were a litt le rough on the 
vocals, not something I generally 
care for, the three-piece band 
worked the stage, playing in 
harmony.
 During the band’s 30-minute 
set, the crowd grew in both size 
and energy and by the end fl ail-
ing legs of crowd surfers dott ed 
the audience.
“San Jose, sing it if you 
fucking know it,” shouted 
McKinnon. 
Jeremy McKinnon, the ani-
mated lead singer of A Day to 
Remember, stole the show. Be-
tween a net full of balloons being 
released into the crowd, Gumby 
appearing on stage to launch 
t-shirts into the audience and 
McKinnon himself rolling on top 
of the audience in a giant plas-
tic hamster ball, the gimmicks 
of these hardcore boys kept me 
amused.
Every arm was in the air and 
the crowd swirled like the ocean 
during a monsoon.
Lines of men, clad in 
T-shirts and skinny jeans, prac-
tically sprinted down the stairs 
to the fl oor when the sounds of 
the breakdown in “All I want” 
fi lled the room.
Th ey came and went in a jet 
of white smoke, working the 
crowd like few bands I’ve seen 
before.
When the lights went down 
for the third time of the night, 
the heat and visceral excite-
ment of the crowd, now packed 
like sardines on the fl oor, 
erupted.
Images of war, animal cru-
elty and children in third world 
countries, fl itt ed across the four 
LCD panels on the stage.
I’ve seen Rise Against 
fi ve times, and most of those 
crowds haven’t been more than 
500 people deep.
It shouldn’t have surprised 
me — since the band has re-
ceived more radio time in the 
last couple of years, some even 
say they sold out — that they 
would try to commercialize and 
package the issues they sing 
about in a way that is aimed to-
ward the masses.
And they did, by project-
ing dramatized images on big 
screens, and honestly it just 
seemed so fake.
Part of the joy I’ve always 
had in listening to this band is 
to pull their not-so-subtly-hid-
den messages out of the music. 
To see it forced down the au-
dience’s throat detracted from 
the performance.
But regardless of what po-
litical statement the band was 
trying to make, it’s hard to dis-
count the energy they brought 
to the stage.
Dressed in all black, all of the 
members jumped around, skat-
ing from side to side and jump-
ing into the air, legs splayed.
Lead singer Tim McIlrath, 
crooned into the microphone 
while furiously strumming.
He even busted out a very 
Taking Back Sunday-esque 
microphone swing, during a 
crowd favorite “Collapse (Post-
Amerika).”
I was pleased the set list 
included a lot of older stuff , 
to which the crowd seemed to 
have a more visceral reaction, 
whereas stuff  off  of “Endgame” 
generally couldn’t keep their 
att ention.
Th e guitar and bass work 
was polished and bassist Joe 
Principe melted faces during 
the interlude leading up to 
“Blood to Bleed.”
McIlrath’s vocals, however, 
seemed off  during most of the 
songs. He was slightly behind 
in places, and although he belt-
ed the songs with such earnest-
ness you could see the honesty 
and sweat pouring from his 
face, his performance seemed 
like the weakest link.
When the lights went out 
and the acoustic came on stage, 
McIlrath did shine.
“Audience of One” was pre-
ceded by his onstage banter, 
thanking the crowd for its 
support and expressing the 
band’s love of San Francisco, 
the home of their fi rst record 
label, Fat Records. 
Images of teenagers lit 
up the screen before “Make 
it stop.” Th e crowd didn’t 
seem sold, but McIlrath re-
ally tried, pointing at the 
crowd, willing us to care 
about bullying in the LGBT 
community.
Th e band’s music is 
fi lled with such emotional 
weight, but going mainstream 
seems to have scooped out the 
member’s souls.
By reaching a larger audi-
ence, the pressure placed on 
them to disseminate their mes-
sages to a larger fan base have 
also increased.
Overall, they just tried too 
hard to get me to care. Give 
me the guys just playing their 
hearts out on a tiny stage to 
kids just looking to forget 
reality for a couple of hours 
over the production values 
they feel obligated to present.
Lead singer Tim McIlrath shreds on his red Gibson Les Paul during 
Rise Against’s set Tuesday night at the Event Center. 
Photo by Brian O’Malley / Spartan Daily
by Brittany Patterson
Managing Editor
Th ey stumbled out of the pit, 
drenched in sweat, rushing to-
ward the drinking fountains as 
though they were the lone oasis 
in a scorching desert.
Faces red, skin glistening, 
the kids emerged exhausted, but 
smiling.
Modern punk-rock band 
Rise Against took the stage at 
the SJSU Event Center Tues-
day night, off ering up a good 
old-fashioned rock show and 
although they brought energy 
and charisma, the presentation 
tried too hard.
Pennsylvania pop-punk/
hardcore band Title Fight 
opened the show followed by 
Florida’s hardcore darlings 
A Day to Remember, both of 
which brought a litt le some-
thing to the lineup.
Th is tour brought old-school 
punk energy, an amalgamation 
of these three bands, who each 
provided a unique rawness to 
the crowd of eager young adults 
ready to dance away their post-
consumerism frustrations.
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